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Those who use digital assets to make payments are more likely to not have a bank account or credit
card — indicating that crypto has been embraced by an audience that traditional institutions
struggle to reach.

 

Fed officials often criticize crypto — but a new report acknowledges its growing popularity
among unbanked Americans.

 

The central bank has released a new report outlining the economic wellbeing of U.S. households in
2021 — and while rampant inflation means a lot has changed so far this year, it does deliver some
interesting insights on digital assets.

 

Crypto continues to be primarily used as an investment — no surprise there — but those who use
digital assets to complete transactions are far more likely to lack old-fashioned bank accounts and
credit cards.

 

This ultimately suggests that digital assets are reaching an audience that traditional financial
institutions are failing to help, and it could end up being a sobering lesson for the Fed to take on
board.

 

Overall, the Fed’s figures reveal that 12% of American adults held or used crypto. But when
researchers drilled down into the main reasons for ownership, some startling disparities emerged.

 

Those acquiring digital assets as an investment — 11% of adults overall — “were disproportionately
high income, almost always had a traditional banking relationship, and typically held other
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retirement savings.”

 

To put this into context, 46% of crypto investors earn over $100,000, 99% had a bank account, and
89% of those who were working age had “at least some” retirement savings.

 

But look at the financial profiles of Americans who use crypto for transactions — making everyday
purchases. As the report notes:

 

“Nearly 6 in 10 adults who used cryptocurrencies for transactions had an income of less
than $50,000. A far lower 24% of transactional users had an income of more than
$100,000.”

 

The Fed attributes some of this trend to the fact that a broader number of alternative financial
services are now available for American consumers.

 

2022 Seeing Great Changes in Crypto
As we alluded to earlier, in some ways, this report is now desperately out of date as the cost-of-living
crisis begins to bite.

 

Last year, 78% of adults were “either doing okay or living comfortably financially” — and the Fed
said this was the highest share of financial wellbeing since the survey commenced back in 2013.

 

The U.S. Consumer Price Index surged by 8.3% year on year in April, dramatically increasing the
cost of everyday goods and services, meaning a larger number of shoppers will now be feeling the
pinch.

 

And it’s also worth noting that the 2021 survey took place from Oct. 29 to Nov. 21 — more of less
coinciding with many cryptocurrencies hitting new all-time highs, including Bitcoin. Sentiment
surrounding digital assets, not to mention overall levels of ownership, may have dwindled since then.

 

While the report rightly notes that cryptocurrencies aren’t commonly used as a payment method at
present, there are entrepreneurs vying to change this.

 



Jack Mallers, CEO of Strike, has announced his plans to try and disintermediate credit card
processing companies — and claimed at the Bitcoin 2022 conference in Miami that many have failed
to update their infrastructure for decades.

 

Mallers claims that he is planning to ensure that Bitcoin can be used as a payment method for tens
of thousands of U.S banks.

 

Similarly, PayPal, Mastercard and Visa are all well-established payments brands who have been
exploring digital assets in recent years.
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